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Wellington City is a growing area which is undergoing a signifi cant amount of growth and change. There is a range of visions 

and frameworks to support and direct this growth. The future vision for Wellington City in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve is 

discussed in this section.

3.1 Growth Spine and Passenger Transport Spine

Wellington wishes to develop a growth spine from Johnsonville through the central area, to Adelaide Road, and fi nally Kilbirnie 

(refer Figure 3.1). This growth spine was developed in the Wellington City Urban Design Strategy discussed in Section 2.2.10. This 

is the area where growth is to be focused and encouraged and where mixed land-use can provide the services, shops, jobs and 

most of the homes for a growing population. In this growth spine, intensive urban development would be supported by improved 

public transport and roading solutions. Directing growth in this manner and improving the quality of development will contribute 

to making the city: 

• More liveable and safer space will increase lifestyle choices and, if done right, the quality of places;

• More memorable and distinctive by enhancing urban amenity and sense of place;

• Better connected with strengthened road and public transport linkages;

• More effi cient and productive by directing growth to areas where the marginal costs are lower, and more economic 

opportunities are generated; and

• More sustainable by using less energy, generating less pollution and being more resilient.

It is envisaged that passenger transport will be given priority through this corridor. There is the possibility of creating a high 

quality public transport corridor which could provide reliable, fast and frequent service operating in its own right-of-way 

separated from general traffi c. Such a service is expected to make passenger transport more attractive as an alternative to a car, 

particularly single occupancy vehicles. 

The Basin Reserve project will assist in promoting growth in line with the above aims. The Basin Reserve itself occupies a pivotal 

position along the growth spine and encouragement of growth in (and around) this area. It provides strategic signifi cance in 

achieving the above growth objectives. 

The Basin Reserve project will also allow for improved road connections, safe movements for pedestrians and cyclists around 

the Basin Reserve, and improved level of service and access to passenger transport, as well as proving environmental benefi ts in 

reducing energy use and air pollution.

Figure 3.1: 50 Year Growth Concept from the Wellington City Council Urban Development Strategy (source: WCC)
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3.2 Adelaide Road Growth Node

The Adelaide Road Framework (ARF) provides a long-term vision for the future development of the Adelaide Road area as part 

of Wellington’s growth spine. The ARF covers the Adelaide Road Growth Node area (refer Figure 3.2) as well as taking into 

consideration the wider land-use and transportation infl uences including the Wellington Hospital, Massey University, Basin 

Reserve, and SH1. 

The long-term vision for Adelaide Road set out in the ARF is, “A high quality mixed-use area that is a more vibrant, attractive, 

better connected, accessible and safer place which meets the needs of all people living in, working in, and using the area”. The 

ARF’s vision is based around fi ve key areas:

• Open space (green and blue networks);

• Social and community (places and spaces for people);

• Movement networks (roads, footpaths / walkways, cycleways, public transport routes);

• Heritage and character (buildings and area); and

• Mixes of uses (residential, employment, services and institutions).

Each of these areas are supported by key outcomes and concepts which are outlined in the framework. 

Figure 3.2: Adelaide Road growth area

The envisaged Adelaide Road Framework would be complimented by improvements around the Basin Reserve including 

dedicated bus lanes, improved safety and connections for pedestrians and cyclists, reduced congestion, and improved journey 

times.

3.3 Memorial Park

Memorial Park is being redeveloped to create a fi tting tribute to those who have fought for New Zealand, for peace, and for 

freedom. It is envisaged that the park will complete the National War Memorial precinct in the best possible way and provide a 

space for people to congregate on ceremonial occasions in addition to creating a space that can be utilised on a day to day basis.

The preferred design concept for the park includes the land north of Buckle Street from Taranaki Street to Tory Street1. However, 

some of this land may also need to be incorporated into some of the options for the Basin Reserve project to accommodate 

overbridges, local roads and / or land use development opportunities. As the designs for both the Memorial Park and the Basin 

Reserve develop, the interaction of these two projects (in terms of timing and physical design) will require further clarifi cation. 

Further details are available in the War Memorial Tunnel Scoping Report.

3.4 Summary

Wellington City is a dynamic and growing city with a variety of developments occurring in the vicinity of the Basin Reserve. 

The Basin Reserve project has the ability to make a positive contribution to the current and future development of the city. The 

possible impacts resulting from the Basin Reserve project include:

• Encouragement of growth in and around the Basin will support achievement of the above growth objectives associated with 

the growth spine; 

• The location of the Basin Reserve on the edge of the Adelaide Road Growth Node means that improvements for vehicles, 

pedestrians, cyclists and passenger transport at the Basin will contribute to the development of a good movement network 

for all people living and working in the Adelaide Road growth node area.; and

• Integration of the Basin Reserve project with the Memorial Park project.

Figure 3.3: Adelaide Growth Area (source WCC)

1 At this stage the Ministry of Culture and Heritage have indicated that their primary interest is creating a Memorial park between Taranaki Street and Tory Street. Whether the 

park is to be extended as far as to Cambridge Terrace is yet to be decided.


